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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE EVALDATE Bloks Changed CAL Version XSCS Flag

EMOS1 FILTRANSX 0011 1998-01-01T00:00:00 { FILTER-THIN1,

-THIN2,

-MEDIUM,

-THICK,

-OPEN, EBINS

NO

EMOS2 FILTRANSX 0011 1998-01-01T00:00:00 { FILTER-THIN1,

-THIN2,

-MEDIUM,

-THICK,

-OPEN, EBINS

NO

2 Changes

The data for the MOS Thik �lter have been hanged to math the BESY measurements.

The appliability of ground based MOS �lter transmission urves to observed in-ight �lter

transmissions has been investigated. Observations in whih the MOS units were yled through

the �lters show that the most onsistent results between �lters are attained with the Thik �lter

transmission values derived from the BESY data.

The transmission values and energy binning are the same for all �lters as those of issue 0006,

exept for the addition of a 0 eV anhor point to avoid a small negative transmission exursion at

very low energy (below threshold).
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3 Sienti� Impat of this Update

Spetral �tting below � 1.0 keV of Thik �lter data should be improved with this CCF.

Analysis of two PKS 2155-304 observations in whih one MOS unit was yled through the �lters

with the other unit in Medium �lter, and vie versa shows an improvement in ross �lter onsisteny

of Thik �lter data of � 5% below 1.0 keV up to � 12% at energies < 0.3 keV; see Figs. 1 and

2. This is due to a general underestimate of the transmission as desribed in the previously issued

CCF, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 1: Comparison of data to model ratio of simultaneous MOS1 Medium �lter (blak) and

MOS2 Thik �lter (red) observation of PKS 2155-304. At left the results for the previous CCF, at

right those for the the new CCF.

Figure 2: Similar to Fig. 1, only here with MOS2 in Medium �lter (blak) and MOS1 in Thik �lter

(red). Again, at left the results for the previous CCF, at right those for the the new CCF.

As the format of the CCF requires a ommon energy bin struture, the energy binning has

hanged for all �lters. This results in small hanges (at the perent level) of the interpolated

transmission values of the Thin-1, Thin-2 and Medium �lters.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the urrent (in blak) and previous (in red) MOS Thik �lter transmission.

The urrent transmission is somewhat higher, espeially below 0.4 keV.

4 Estimated Sienti� Quality

The �lter transmission values for MOS1 and MOS2 are urrently the same, although the �lters are

not idential. Moreover, the spatial variations around the C edge of the Thik �lter is not handled

in the CCF.

5 Expeted Updates

As more alibration data is analysed there may be improvements in the transmission urves. Spatial

region expressions may be introdued to handle the spatial variation of the Thik �lter transmission

in partiular.

6 Test proedures

Funtional testing with alview and arfgen. Comparison with previous transmission values us-

ing alview. Testing of the sienti� quality on two PKS 2155-304 observations (0124930301 and

0124930501) whih allowed a good analysis of ross �lter onsisteny of spetral �tting.
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7 Summary of the test results

See Setion 3


